CRC
Year 5
Group 2 (Williams)
Boats – Waterfront
Adventure
I'm starting at Swansea. There was a giant shark and huge waves.
Then an octopus was stuck to my boat. As I almost got to Australia a sea monster got in my way but luckily the turned him into jelly and a dolphin ate him.

Made out of chocolate and flowers
Big Mac III
Lady Sue III
Sea Monkey
Satsuma
Windrose

Family dream desire

I'd go to

Tropical Island with my family and
Get a surfing lesson with a
dolphin.

BOAT!!!
I was sailing on the Funky Chinkin but the Evil Pig the Sokk and his leader at me but my buddy Funky Chicken saved me.

Mr. Darie heard a noise and went outside. He saw the Pou and the two door opened and Mr. Darie heard the Pou.

I was sitting on the Funky Chinkin but the Evil Pig the Sokk and his leader at me but my buddy Funky Chicken saved me.

Mr. Darie heard a noise and went outside. He saw the Pou and the two door opened and Mr. Darie heard the Pou.

Sea Monkey
In First at the marina getting on my boat, I drive North outta sea on Shanz Sea Surger but if you look at the top window on the left you get turned into a fish or shrimp then after a year die.

I go to frame with my friend we gang up on this girlie girl. Then she supercates because we are around her then we have a happy holiday.
I went from Wales to Hawaii. In Lady Free.

But on the way I stopped at an island to get supplies. Island is called boomchackaanka. I was chased by shark headed men looking for a queen. I escaped and had a party in Hawaii with Tilly. Tilly went Egypt and got Egyptian hair do.

We have goonants and we then go and see Chloe, Rees & Georgie and have another party! And chicken nuggets!
Big Mac III
Lady Sue 3
Sea Monkey
Murford Haven
Maggie
+ Hoanie

My boat name: Ospray

My boat sits from Shornsea and it is made of ruby ball at the bottom and it shoots ruby balls and it goes under ground and there's a water fall takes it under ground and its in volcano toitets and rest house.
Big mac III
Sea monkey
Lady-sue 3
Green will
(Rest)

Adventures

goes to Barbados

They man to
distract sea
dragon to
got thar to get
to Barbados

On the way
the
Sea
dragon
attacks Rubby 5000

Robby 5000

If you look
at my
boat
you'll turn
into a
Robby 5000
Code Powell

Adventure

Big Mac III
Lucky Sue 3
Sea monkey
Free will

Spongybob Squeepants

If you look into the eye you will

It goes from

It goes to Disneyland

Spongy boot and it

Misty Spide

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge
SS Middle Seven

Heading to Fiji from Argentina gets attacked by pirates.

Arrgh!
Kara Mac III
Lady Jue 3
Sea Monkey
Free Will
Kall
Priss pink 41

Adventure

Dolphins and some Charlie boles.
Lucy

Adventure

I'm starting at Swansea to Florida.

On the way to Florida there was bad weather and when the weather was fine a shark was in the sea and because my boat is made of
Lady cheeseburger is travelling from London to New York.
bill

Swansea city abc

Swansea city abc

Yay - the end
Adventure
I'm starting at Swansea then to New York.
My boat has giant sails
It's called Speed.
It has a giant eye to scare people.
My boat makes milkshakes.
And on the way a shark got stuck to the end of my boat.
My boat shoots a cannon at a octopus. When I was almost at New York, a sea monster booted into my eye and he turned into a ghost.
Then got to New York.
Lady Jee 3
Sea Monkey
Big Mac III
Oyster Maid
Super Nova
Zev Kim
Meggie
Suzy
Ocean Faith
Satsuma

They bump into an octopus and attacks the whale. Splashes with tail and the dolphin confuses him and the boat can swim under water and squirts side on that only harms octopuses.

Sea Life Adventure
OCEAN MIST OF FAITH

→ blast's the boat up so now they have weapons

They see loads of wildlife & storm dolphins saves them boat sinks but a whale blows away out of his hole and →
I get kidnapped

I get my AK-47
Shoot them all

My partners help me and we are in New Zealand

The end
S.S London Tipton

My boat can also fight

I get kidnapped on my boat by Pirates because they want my boat.

My boat helps me by turning him into a dress.

And finally we end up in Diamond Island

Thankyou S.S London Tipton.
- Big Mac 111
- Lady Jue 3
- Sea monkey
- Kall
- Freenwill
Big Mac III
Lady Joe
Sea monkey
Milford Haven
Sea t
Stone Brane

Zervim
Wra-mareine
Anteflaser
Super nover
Osterede

Sonde

Fog

Into a
Boot
That looks
Like a
Football

Sora Bona castel — the end
Bug Mag III
Lady Jue 3
kort
Sea monkey
Super nover
meggle
octormaid
mull Ford Haven
my Boat =

Salsig

Stone kingdom →

Set sail

Igpmen:
Sowrd
cloth
Suit For Swining

Fog

Rocks

Bridge

Fly over Birigbe

neverbloch kingdom

Saved the contrey
From Liverpool to Barcelona

A boat attack us in Liverpool all the way to Barcelona and a animal hits us, it put hide in the boat

The End
If you look at my bot you turn your food into a banna.

Barry Island

The banna's gon' up then take over.
The banna's gon' up then kill the banna bot.
From Spain to Spain!

Friends at sea!

I get captured by a mysterious person.

I end up on another boat.

I hop from the boat to the other room.

They turn round and look at me.

It was just my friend having a joke.
1. Supernova
2. Oyster
3. Big Mac III
4. Jan Monkley
5. Antares

My boat Name

The Dugzy Voyager VII of Man Unit

The Dugzy Voyager VII sets off from West USA to an ancient Algerian underground city. Firstly it bumps into the Hikubi Hawaiian Manchester. Luckily the ship has a new twin sister. It goes into a 30 metre shark. The shark (ship) eats the Manchester up.
Abigail

Lady Jane's

Superman

Sea Monkey

Oyster Maid

Meggie

But of the chickens
One of the crew members called Nugget

But lots of chickens attack because they think that we stole their friend and they throw chocolate eggs at us and we meet some fish and they use their taste skills to fight off the chickens that turn into birds.
big mac
3 will
Lady Jule

Crazy Nuggets

Adventure

It was sailing on
Crazy Nuggets but I
heard a crash but a fool

Now I spend it I seen a Seabird

I heard it I saw a Sark The end

And it all the end
Hey!)

Lady J is
Biggie II

when I died, and I kept back to my house. I made myself alone to tell me and Jory. I got so mad with my dad. I thought my by being in love them.

Zeitlin

O'Ryan

From

G8 lunch

Your son

I was on my way E is
Flying to Philly & it got a bit bumpy. So the dragon the...a dragon then the spell trips but they have a spare one. So the dragon flies away. If they get shot by a unicorn, they think anyway but they haven't noticed that they had stopped and the unicorn was waving them more but the dragon comes back & it's so...
Once upon a time, Captain Spectacles and his crow were searching for the map of infinity, but the space cadet was tired of the planet's vicious animals. The most dangerous then when he noticed the map of infinity was in a toxic cave and space car apple.